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sUmmY

A number of possible solid lubricants with various crystal strut-
tures were tested in a low-speed, high-load, friction apparatus under
conditions of centinuous sliding. Some solids with the CdC12, Cd12,
MoS2, and other layer-lattice types provided effective lubrication. Those

mteri~s include Cd12, CdC12, Pb12, COC12, AgS04, CuBr2, and lE2. They

were not as effective as MoS2 but were at least as effective as zinc

stearate and ~aphite in these tests. Not ti solids with these struc-
tures were good ltiricants; the criterion for good lubrication over
extended periods seemed to be the formation of a film on both mat~
spechms. Some low-shear-stren~h materials that did not have a laver-
lattice structure afforded surfa=e protection.

IN’IRODUCTION

The use of solids as lubricants has become

.

3mportant in recent
years because of the possibility for theti use at high temperatures and
at M@ loads. Graphite smd MoS2 have been used extensively. The lub-

ricating capacity of these compounds %s been attributed to their layer-
lattice structure and, in the case of graphite, to adsorbed moisture or
gases on the crystal.surfaces. h the ca8e of metallic salts with the
general formil.aAX2, this layered structure may be represented as

x- x- x- x-

x- x- x- x-

x- x- x- x-
Ai+ A++ A++ AH

x- x- x- x-
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where the forces
while the forces
molecular or Van

witldn the layer sre the strong covalent or ionic forces,
between the successive layers are the relatively weak
derlkals forces (ref. 1).

.

There are three general types of layer lattice h the case of the
Ax~ compounds: the CdC~ type, the Cd12 type, and the HZ type. ti

the CdC12 and the C% type lattice, the forces witti the layer are
mre imic ti character than they are with the MoS2 type I&t ice; the

difference between the CdC12 type and the Cd12 type is in the position

of one lsyer won the other. Although only MoS2 and WS2 have the MoS2

lattice type, there are numerous ccmpounds that have the CdC12 and the
Cd12 type structure. A list of such AX2 compounds formed by comnon di-
vslent smd qus.drivalentcations and anions along with their crystal types
is shown in table I (data taken from ref. 2). This table does not, how-
ever, re~resent a ccmqlete series, for it would be expected that substi-
tution of other easily polarized anions would also result in a similar
structure.

As a guide in the selection of possible solid Mbricants, it is de-
sirable to know whether layer-lattice structures such as CdC12, Cd12,

etc., also possess the lubricattig properties of MoS2. Ileseach was

therefore undertaken at the NACA Lewis laboratory to check the lubricat-
ing effectiyeness of several layer-lattice solids and to further under-
stand the basis of their lubricating action. A secondary purpose was to
indicate whether or not a layer-lattice structure was sufficient as the
primary criterion for a good solid lubricant. Therefore, a series of
friction tests was run with several solids that did not have a l~er-
lattice structure.

A basis for titerpreting the friction data reported herein cm be
obtatied by considering variations in the amount of metal.contact and
differences h the shear strengths of the films in accordance with the
fOllomhlg concepts: The coefficient of friction for unlubricated metals
has been expressed as

. Area of sheer X shear strengbh
v

According to the theory of friction of Bowden and others (ref. 3), the

ratio g = constant= p = flow pressure of the softer of the two fric-

tion s&%ens (h these ~er5ments, 1020 steel). When a thh film of
ltiricating materisl is placed between the surfaces, the load is supported
by the base material ~d the pressure will be equal to the flow pressure
of the softer material.. However, the shear strength S will then be the
shesz strength of the lubricating film

Shear stre@h of film, S
P = Flow

-—

pressure of softer specinen material, p

—-.— —-— -–
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If some metal contact exists through the film, the coefficient of fric-
tion will be incressed by an smomt proportional to the SDlountof metal-
to-metal contact. This increase may be represented thus:

%letal Sf UJJl~=a — + (1-a) -y-
P

where a is the fYaction of metal contact existing at any time.

The tests were run using a low-speed friction apparatus in which
the soMd was applied as a dry powder. Friction force and wear were
meammed under conditions of centinuous sliding at room temperature.

Apparatus

The apparatus shown in figure 1 is essent&lIly the same as that
described in reference 4 except for the slider specimen. In this ti-
vesti ation, three hemispherical.sliders were rotated against a flat

fdisk fig. 2). The sliders were made of 1095 steel (Rockwell B-97] and
were ground with a 3/16-inch radius. The disk (1020 stieel,Rockwell
A-50) was given a vapor-blast surface finish to avoid the directional
nature of ground surfaces and to better maintain the lubricant film.

The sliders were mounted b a holder that was clamped in the jaws
of a spindle. The spindle could be raised, lowered, or locked in any
position. The disk was placed on a support table amd kept from rotat-
ing by means of,a pti on the support table which meshed with a hole h
the edge of the disk. A ball.bearhg in the base of the apparatus
sJJ_owedfree movement and had a negligible effect on the total friction
force. The friction force was measured by restraining the lower assem-
bly through a dynamometer r~ on which strain gages were mounted.

The support table rested on three spr~, which compensated for
minor misalinamnt of the s~ders and disk. The load was applied by
lowering the sptidle and compressing the base springs. The ma@itude
of the load was indicated by the dial gage, which had previously been
calibmted using dead weights.

Cleaning Procedure

Prior to each run, both the disk and the slider specimens were
cleaned accord3ng to the followi.ngprocedure:

. —— ———.-— -—. — ——————-——.. .- —— . . . —___— —__ —.—
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

The

Washed h 50/50 acetone-benzene solution

NM% TN 3334

Scrubbed with repeated applications of moist levigated alumina

Washed in tap water

Washed in distilled water

Washed in 95-percent alcohol

Dried ti a stream of warm air and stored in a desiccator

Preparation of Solids

solids used h this tivestigation along with their purity and
other chmical considerations are 13&ed in table II. Those-materiaJs
which were deliquesent or hydroscopic were heated to approximately 300° F
for 1/2 hour prior to their use. Powders of l?iC~ and COC12 were obtained

by heating their hydrates for 1 hour at 300°’‘F. ~,’

Test Procedure . J

b reference 4 it is shown that humidity had a pronounced effect on
lubrication with lM32. It was therefore considered 3mportant to elti-

hate humidity as an experimental variable. Consequently, the test spec-
imens were surrounded by a jacket, and an atmosphere of dry ati (<-60° F
dew point) was maintained iihroughoutthe tests unless otherwise specified.

The clesmed test specimens were placed in the a~tus and dried
in - of dew petit <-60° F for 1/2 hour. Enough of the powdered solid
was added (20 g) to cover the disk to a d th of about 1/4 inch. The

7powder was then dried for an additional 1 2 hour. A load of 40 pounds
was applied and the friction force noted for centinuous sliding for 1/2
hour. At the conclusion of the run, the amount of wear was determined
with a planimeter by measur5ng areas of the wear spots from projetted
enlarged images of the wear areas on the slider syecimens. At the end
of each run, KU. specimens were exsmined ticroscopica.ldyand photographed.

The results are presented in three sections. The first section
presents friction coefficient - time curves for conmon lubricants; the
second section presents curves for typical layer-lattice structures,
primariQ the AX2 compounds; the wd, for seve~ low-shear-str@@h
materials that do not have layer-lattice structures. The data presented,
except b those cases where complete failure resulted, are typical runs
of at least two tests on the same material.

———. . —. ———.
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A summry of the results, including coefficients of friction after
1 minute of sliding and after 30 minutes of slidtig as welJ_as the area
of the wear spot, is presented in table II.

Common Lubricants

Coefficients of friction ranging from 0.10 to 0.15 are most commm
in effective boukdary lubrication with liquid lubricants. For purpose
of discussion, coefficient of friction values below approximately 0.10
are referred to herein as low values. In general.,surface faflure or
excessive metal contact and wear are reflected in increased or erratic
coefficients of friction; however, there can be exceptions to this
relation.

h order to compare the lubricating effectiveness of the solids
used in this investi@tion with ccmmon lubricants, tests were conducted
using ~phite, MoS2, zinc stearate, and WI 60 oil. These data are
shown in figure 3. The coefficient of friction for the W 60 oil was
that expected for boundary lubrication. With MoS2, the coefficient of
friction was low and remained low throughout the tests. Photographs
taken at the end of the MoS2 run (fig. 4) show that a conl@mous film

was maintatied on the slider and on the disk. When graphite was run in
dry ah, complete friction failure accompaniedby severe surface dimage
resulted; for this reason graphite was run 3n moist air. The coefficient
of friction was initially low, then gradually increased to a stable value
of 0.105. Zinc stearate showed a similar trend, except for the first
friction value which was 0.12. Photographs of the slider and disk frm
graphite and ztic stearate runs are shown in figures 5 and 6, respectively.
The final wear srea along with the 1- and 30-minute values of friction are
given b table II.

The increase in friction after 1 ndmcte of sliding with zinc stear-
ate and ~phite was probably the result of an increase in the amount of
metallic contact at the tips of the asperities. After 1 minute of slid-
ing, the friction reading became more erratic, which was a good indica-
tion that metal contact took place; further, the photographs of the sur-
faces showed evidence of metal protrusions through the lubricant fti.
The friction coefficient was then rather stable at 0.10 because the lub-
ricant that had collected fi the intersticesbetween the asperities on
the disk and on the slider flowed and partially protected the surface.

Other solids have been found under certain conditions to afford
adequate protection to sliding surfaces. Experimental evidence tidi-
cates that when formed as reaction fi3ms on metal surfaces Fe304 (ref.

5) andNiO (ref. 6) were effective in proviMng surface protection.
Mica, talc, and boron nitride BN have been added to @?eases and oils to

—— . ..—. —.— _ ._______ _ —— . —-——— .. _..._ ___ _______ _______________
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enhance lubrication. Eqer-ts were perforhed to determine ff those
materisLs (Fe304, Ni02 tica~ talc, and BN), which others have found to

supplement the functiontig of conventional lubricants, would also be
effective as dry powdered solid ltiricants under the conditions of this
tivestigation. For those materials, the friction force was character-
ist ic of the unlulmicated metal surfaces, the powders did not remain in
the contact areas, and severe galling of the sliders
(Representativephoto~aphs, fig. 7.)

Layer-Lattice Struclnme

and disks resulted.

Solids with CdC12 type lattice. - Tests were run with three solids

that had the CdC12 type la.ttice: CdC12, NiC12, and CdC12, The friction-

tti curves are shown in figure,8 and the wear areas b table II. The
initid coefficients of friction were comparable to that obtained for
MoS2 but an ticrease was observed (as in the case of ztic stearate and

mpMte) after several minutes of skwng. The condition of the disk
was -o sim5Mr to that observed for the zinc stearate; namely, metal
visible through the lubricant film at the tips of the asperities on the
disk; however? with these compounds no film was observed on the slider.
Thus the ticrease h friction after several minutes was probably the
result of the ticrease h amount of metal contact. A typical.photo~ph
of the slider and disk (COC12) is shown h figure 9.

Solids with Cd12 type lattice. - Tests were also run with compounds
that have the Cd12 structure: W(OH)2, Tis2, W12, Ca(O@2, and Cd12.
Solid ioMne was included for ccmpmison purposes. These data are shown
in figure 10. The curves for Pb12 and C% matitained a rather steady

value for the l/2-hour test. Another test with Cd12 was run for.20

hours without any ficrease in the friction or the wear. The curves for
12, Mg(OH)2, TiS2, and Ca(OH}2 all show an ~cre~~g t~d ~th t-;
emdnat ion of these specimens at the end of the test showed that there
was no apparent fti on the slider and that mch metal was visible
through the film on the disk (representativephoto~ph for Ca(O@2

shtmn in fig. ~). However, with both Cd12 and Pb~, a cOnttiuOuS fti

was maintained on both the slider and the disk. A representativephoto-
graph for ~12 is shownin figure E.

Solids with WS2 type lattice. - The friction-the curves for two

SOlidS with MoS2 type stmctmej @2 * ~2} are sho~ ~ ~f~e 13
and the wear areas in table II. The friction coefficient of WS2 de-

creased initially and then increased to a steady value.
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.
.

Other layer-lattice solids. - Tests were also run
layer-htt ice solids chosen from reference 2 that were

c~z>or Hz type structure. The friction-time curve
in figure 14. The friction is rather high; however, a
was observed on the slA3er and disk.

with several
not of the CdC12,
for Hg12 is s-
centinuous film

The friction values for PbC12 ad HgC12 are high and erratic (fig.

14); the two curves represent the maxhum and WMmum vadues h a single
run. An increasing trend h friction was also recorded.

The friction-time curve for &iBr2 is also shmm in figure 14. This

structure consists of CuBr2 chains arranged in such a way that a layer

structure is produced (ref. 7). Law friction was maintatied throughout
the test and a continuous film waa maintained on the slider and disk;
this film, however, decomposed rapidly when exposed to moisture. This
result tidicates that other compounds with this chain structure may be
effeetive solid lubricants. Because of its 3nstabi3.ityh the presence
of moisture, CuBr2 does not appear suitable.

Silver sulfate has been suggested as a possible solid lubricant
(ref. 8). The friction curves for Ag2S04 and immorphous Na.#04 are

shown in figure 15. Although the friction for Ag2S04 was relatively

sigh in comparison with MoS2, emndnation of the slider md the disk

showed that Ag2S04 had adhered to both (figs. 16[a) and (b)). When this

film was dissolved away, very little surface damage to the slider or the
disk was visible (figs. 16(c) and (d)). With Na#04, friction was ti-
itiall.yhigh and erratic, followed by complete surface failure.

/ Imw-Shear-StrengthSolids Without Layer-Lattice Structure

Several compounds (AgCN, CUC1, and Agl) were tested which have low
shear strength (ref. 9). These data are shown in figure 17. The com-
pound AgCN, which has a very low shear strength, gave low initial values
but after approximately 5 minutes of sliding, friction values became
erratic and began to increase. Emmination of the speck after 15
minutes of sliding showed no fiJm on the slider and part of the disk.
This removal of the ltiricating film would cause increased and erratic
values of friction.

When CUC1 was used as a lubricant, the friction decreased MtisJ.ly
sad then increased slightly; the friction values were rather erratic.

The friction-time curve for J@. ticreased from an tiitial value of
0.19 to a steady value of 0.25 after 5 tiutes of sli . The surfaces

?of the specimens when AgI was used as a solid lubricant fig. 18) were
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shila.r to those that were found when ustig mny of the layer-lattice
structures as lubricants, namely, a centinuous fih on the slider and
disk with the asperity tips visible through the film on the disk.

The ability of the solid to lubricate seemed to be associated with
its ability to form a film on the surfaces. Those materials that did
not form a film gave immediate surface failure; if a thick film was
built up on both the slider smd the disk, the friction force reflected
the shear strength of the solid lubricant. The effect of sliding is to
wear away this thick film and allow metal contact between the surfaces; o
the resulting friction force will then be a function of the shear
strengths of the solid lubricant and the metal junctions as we~ as the
ratios of the areas.involved. The way these films are worn away from
the slider and from the disk is reflected in the shape of the friction-
time curves. For example, with Ag2S04 a thick film was built up and

maintatied on the slider and disk, friction r~fied constsmt throughout
the test. With Pb12 or Cm2, a fti was initiald.ypresent but w qqickly
worn thin so that some metal contact existed between the slider and the
tips of the asperities. The friction force then increased to a rather
stable value and rematid constant; this was probably due to the fact that ,’

the
the

and
low

residual material between the &perities could
slider and at the asperity tips.

Those materials that adequately protected the
wear are considered most effective as possible
slope on the friction-slidingt3me curve for a

replenish the film on

surfaces from galling
solid lubricants. A
given material waa a

dependable indication of its effactiveness in preventing ga~g and wear.
In-these experiments those mater- that retained an effective film on
the slider and disk and thus gave low friction-slidimgtime slopes were
MOS2, graphite (in moist air), zinc stearate, CuBr2, CoC~, Hg12, Pb12,

*2S04, CdC12, AgI, * WS2.

Type of structure can be a useful guide in the selection of low-
shear-strengthmaterials; low shear stren@h is considered of primary
importance for obtainhg solid lubricants with low friction coefficients.’
For’example, materisls of the CdC12, C~2, ad other ~er-lattice
types generaXly show promise, and although they were not as effective
&–Mc&, they were at least as

in these tests. An example of
the guide is apparent when the
A@04 and I?sS04are c~~ed:
failed to Uibricate.

effective as zinc stearate or graphite

the inadequacy of type of structure as
results for the iscmorphous compounds
AgS04 was an effective lubricant and NaS04

The results with solid iodhe as compared with Cd12, Q312, ~d
Pb12 would indicate that the lubrication is a result of the structure
rather than a decomposition of the solid with the liberation of free
iodine which would be capable of reacting with the surface. However,
partial decomposition and reaction may be a mechanism that holds the
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film to the su’face
of sulfu frcm MS2

of the metal.
with metal iS

,

9

It has been suggested that reaction
a factor in the adherence, althou@

electron diffraction studies fafled to indicate any reaction product
between MoS2 and steel (ref. 10).

The ability of a solid lubricant to form and maintain a continuous
film is influenced by the materials being lubricated, the characteristics
of the surface finish, the presence of other surface films, the environ-
ment of operation, the method of application, and several other less tan-
gible factors. Use of solid lubricants such as those of this investiga-
tion must recognize these factors.

the

SUMMARY OF RESI%UE

An experimental study of various solids as possible lubricants ~ve
following results:

1. Some solids with the CdC12, CdlE2,MoS2, and other layer-lattice

types provided effective lubrication. ~ose mater~s include Cd12, CdC12~

~12, COC12, A@04, CuBr2, and WS2. Theywere not as effective as MOS2
but were at least as effective as zinc steam.te and graphite in these
tests.

2. Lubrication effectiveness could be attributed more to the forma-
tion of adherent films (either complete or partial) on the specimens
rather than to any particular structural type. Silver iodide AgI, which
does not bve a layer-lattice structure, did provide effective lubrica-
tion because
of low speed

and NiO were
protection.

L-WiJ3 Flight

it fo&d an adherent lubricating fti. Under conditions
and high load used in these expe-nts, Fe3042 mica, talc}

not adherent and did not provide effective surface

Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisozy Committee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Ohio, October 12, 1954
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TABLE 1. - CRYSTAL TYPESa OF AX2 COMPOUNDS

11

Fluoride Chloride E!romide Iodide Hydroxide Sulfide

m CaF2 CdC12 cd12 cd12 cd12 -------

Ca cal?~ -------- ----.-- cd12 cu. -------
6

Ti Ti02 -------- ------- ------ ------___ cdI~

Mn Ti02 CdC12 cdI~ cd12 cd12 FeS2

Fe ----_--- CdC12 cdI~ cd12 cd12 FeS2

co -------- CdC12 cdI~ cd12 cd12 FeS2

Ni -------- CdC12 CdC12 CdC12 CdC12 FeS2

Zn Ti02 CdC12 cd12 cdI~ cd12 -------

Sr caT2 Cd?z ------- ------ --------- -------

Mo -------- -------- ------- ------ --------- Mos~

Pd .------- CdC12 ------- ------ --------- cd12

co -------- CdC12 CdC12 cd12 cd12 cd12
.

Sn -------- -------- ------- ------ --------- Cd12

Ba CL3F2 -------- ------- -_---- cd12 -------

w -------- -------- ------. ------ --------- MOS2

Pt -------- CdC12 ------- ------ -----_--- cdI~

Hg -------- HgC12 HgBr2 HgBr2 --------- -------

Pb -------- PbBr2 PbBr2 cd12 --------- cdI~

.
a
Ref. 2.

. . -- -—— - -—..——— .- .—— .— -. -.-— ————
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.

TAPLHlx. - soy Usml

Material Purity Affinityfor Coefficient Wear mea, observedeffect
water fm ctlon sq In.
(a)

of solidon
(l“min (30 min Bpecimene

sliding) sliding)

Effectivelubricants

1.10s2 pomib~ Sli.@lt Insoluble 0.011 0.047 0.0016 None ,
otidepresemt

cd12 Chemkally pure Soluble .04 .06 .C023 None
Cdclz chemicallypure Soluble .03 .07 .an9 None
NS2 u&nm?.1 Ineoluble .05 .0s .cma None
&2S04 Chemicallypure Slightlysoluble .14 .14 17egll- None

gible
FIJ12 Chemicallypure Slightlysoluble .28 .28 .0018 None
GraPbite Purifiedc~r- Absorbewater .06 .11 ,0034 None

cial lubri-
cant small
particleelze

Zn(C@=~)2 Chemicallypure Insoluble .07 .11 .0332 None
CCC12 Preparedby de- Sduble .04 .10 .0020 Slightrusting

hydration
Hs12 Chemicallypure very slight- .18 .I.S .0021 Appreciable

soluble corrosion
Clmrz ---- ---- IMiquescent .04 .06 .0021 Considerable

m
rusting

Chemicam.ypure Insoluble .19 .25 .0033 None
6AEEJ3 ---- ---- ---- - .X5 .108 .cozo -------

IneffectiveMibricauts

NIC~ mewed by ae- Deliquescent 0.03 O.1O-.I.5O.W24 Ruatins
hydration

Ca(OH)2 Chemicallypure Slightlysoluble .18 .2 -.25 .0026 None

Mo(OH)2 chemicallypure Soluble .32 (b) --- None
TiS2 unknown Hydrolyats - .20 (b) --- -------
12 ---- ---- ---- - .15 .30 --- -------
Hgmz Chemicallypure Soluble .32 .S9 --- Appreciable

corrosion
PW12 Chemicallypure slightlysoluble .31 .45 .CQ29 None
A@? unknown Insoluble
Cucl

.02 ‘-- .c036 -------
Chemicallypure Slightlysoluble .38 .37 .0039 Slightrhating

Na2504 Chemicallypure &luble .36 (b) None
F~04 Chemicallypure Ineoluble (b) -- . ::: None
BN Technicalgrade Insoluble (b) -- --- None
Rio Chemicallypure Insoluble (b) -- --- None
Mice Technical- Insoluble (b) -- --- None
Talc unknown Insoluble (b) -- --- None

1

aRef. 11.

%ailed ta lubricate.

\

— ———
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Figure 3. - Effect of sliding time on coefficientof friction for
steel against steel using various materials as lubricants. Sliding
velocity, 5.7 feet per minute; load, 40 pounds; atumsphere,dryair.
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(a) Slider;XIOo. (b) Disk; X5O.

Figure 4. - Photomicrographsof surfacesafter 30-minuteslidingtime with solid lubricantMoS2.
A continuousfilm is formed on both sliderand disk.



(a) slider}XIOO. (b) Dick; X50.

Figure 5. - Photomicrographsof surfacesafter 30-minuteslidingtime with solidlubricant
graphite. A film is formed on both sliderand diek.
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(a) Slider;XIOO. (b) Disk; X50.

Figure 6. - Photomicro~pti of surfacesafter 30-minuteslidingtime with solid lubricant
zinc stearate. Thlnfi.lmis formed on slider;on disk,metal Is visible throughfilm.
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(a) Slider;X5O. (b)Disk~ X50.

Figure7.-

~e30~.No

Photomicrogaphsof surfacesafterl-minuteslidingtimewithsolidlubricant

Emrfaceprotectionoccuredundertheseconditions.
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Figure 8. - Effect of sliding time on coefficient of friction
for steel against steel using various solids with CdC12
structure as lubricants. Sliding velocity, 5.7 feet per
minute; load, 40 pounds; atmosphere, dry air.
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(a) Slider;XIOO. (b) Diskj XIOO,

Figure 9. - Photographsof suxfacesafter 30-minuteslidingtime with solidlubricantCOC12,
No film formed on slider;on disk,metal is visiblethrougha continuousfilm.
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Figure 10. - Effect of sliding time on coefficient of friction for steel
against steel using various solids with Cd12 structure as lubricants.
Sliding velocity, 5.7 feet per minute; load, 40 pounds; atmosphere, dry air.
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(a) Slider;=00. (b) Disk;X50.

Figure 11. - Photomicrographsof surfacesafter 30-minuteslidingtime with solidlubricant
Ca(OH)2. No apparantfilm on sliderand much metal visiblethroughfilm on disk.
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(a) Slider;XIOO.
. . ..

Figure 12. - Photomicro~phs of surfacesafter 30-minuteslidingtime with solid lubricant
Pb12. Thick film formed on both sliderand disk.
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(b) Diskj X30.
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Figure 13. - Effect of sliding time on coefficient of friction
for steel against steel using various solids with MoS2
.structure as lubricants. Sliding velocity, 5.7 feet per
minute; load, 40 poundsj atmosphere, dry air.
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Figure 14. - Effect of sliding time on coefficient of friction for steel
against steel using various solids with transition lattices as lubricants.
Sliding velocity, 5.7 feet per minute; load, 40 pounds; atmosphere, dry air.
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Figure 15, - Effect of sliding time
steel against steel using various

as lubricants. Sliding velocity,
pounds; atmosphere, dry air.
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(a)Slider.
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Figure 16. - Photomicrographsof eurfacesafter 30-minuteslidlngtime showingsurface
protectionaffordedwith solid lubricantAg.$04. X30.



(c) Sliderwith film dissolvedaway, (d) Dlskwlth continuousfilm
dissolved8way.

Figure 16. - Continued. Photomicro~phs of surfacesafter 30-minuteslidlngtime showing
surfaceprotectionaffordedwith solidlubricantAg#04. X30.
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Figure 17. - Effect of sliding time on coefficient of friction for
steel against steel using solids with low shear strength as lubri-
cants. Sliding velocity, 5.7 feet per minute; load, 40 pounds;
atmosphere, dry air.
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(a) Slider;XI.00. (b) Disk~ X50.

Figure 18. - Photomicro~phs of surfacesafter 30-minuteslidingtime with solid lubricant
A@. l?llmformedon sliderand on disk;much metalvisiblethroughdisk film.
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